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Transportation Services
We proudly offer transportation to medical
appointments for our residents on Tuesdays
and Thursdays every week.

Jingle All the Way
The jolly sound of sleigh bells ringing is a sign that
winter’s on its way. Bells have long been placed on
horse harnesses as good luck charms, and before cars
were invented, sleigh bells signaled that a horse-drawn
carriage was coming down the street. This was
especially important when snowy paths softened the
sound of the animals’ hooves, linking the jingle of bells
to the winter season.

Green Ideas for Greetings
Turn this year’s greeting cards into next year’s
holiday decor. Pop cards with your favorite designs into
inexpensive frames to dress them up for a seasonal
display. Another green idea for greeting cards is to cut
off the fronts and reuse them as gift tags.

Basketball Is Born
Winter weather couldn’t stop famous P.E. teacher
James Naismith from keeping his students active.
Instead, he created a game they could play indoors.
With two peach baskets nailed at opposite ends of the
gym, he gave them soccer balls to shoot, marking the
birth of the world’s “basket” ball craze on Dec. 1, 1891.

Social Services

Hooked on Needlework

Resident Council
Once Every Month
All residents are encouraged to
attend these meetings, which
deal with adjustments and
changes within the community.
We discuss activities, outings,
upcoming special events, and
any other news pertaining to the
community. We appreciate all
resident involvement, feedback,
and suggestions.
Resident Council
Officers
President - Margaret K.

The cozy hobby of crafting
with yarn is a favorite among
all ages.
Any artistic endeavor results
in a feeling of satisfaction when
the project is complete. The
same is true when somebody
finishes knitting or crocheting a
hat, scarf, blanket or other item.
Being able to use their creation,
or see someone else use and
appreciate it, makes this happy
glow even stronger.
But even while a project is
still a work in progress, the
benefits of knitting and
crocheting are huge. Many yarn
crafters say the process itself is a
form of therapy that distracts
them from anxious thoughts
and bad habits, soothes
irritability and stress, eases
boredom and reduces insomnia.
The repetitive motion of the
needles and texture of the yarn
results in a relaxing and
meditative experience.
Those same movements help
build and maintain strength in
the hands, and the calming
activity can lower blood
pressure. Since stitching involves
counting and concentration, it’s
also a brain booster, with
studies showing the hobby may
reduce the risk of dementia.

Men’s & Women’s
Beauty Shop
Hair To Please
Ladies’ Cuts
Shampoo/Sets
Blow Dry & Curl
Gentlemen’s Cuts
Full Color
Root Touch-Up
Permanent Wave
Scalp Treatment
Hairstylist: Evelyn
Nail Trim & Filing:
Mondays or upon request.

Welcome Guests and
Family Members Patio Visits
Our new patio is officially open
for outdoor visitation. We have
completed our drainage and
generator projects. These
projects will ensure the safety of
our residents during the rainy
season or for power shutdowns
during and around fire season.

Sending Season’s
Greetings
Mailing a greeting card may
seem old-fashioned and quaint.
But the tradition continues to
thrive, with around 1.5 billion
holiday cards sent every year in
the U.S.
An Englishman named Sir
Henry Cole created the first
holiday card in 1843. A
government worker and activist,
Cole had just helped to reform
the British post office, lowering
postage to a penny so more
people could afford to send
mail. Cole was also very
popular, and struggled to find
time to respond to the many
holiday letters he’d received.
Motivated to solve two
problems at once—promote the
postal system and send quick
greetings to his friends—Cole
commissioned artist John
Calcott Horsley to design a
holiday postcard. The card’s
front showed scenes of a festive
family dinner and people doing
charitable deeds.
Improved printing methods
helped popularize holiday cards
in the following decades. By the
turn of the century, companies
in both the U.K. and the U.S.
were printing millions of
greeting cards each winter.

In With the New
In America, New Year’s Eve
celebrations are a time for
singing “Auld Lang Syne,”
watching the ball drop in
Times Square, sharing a kiss
at midnight, and eating blackeyed peas. But the rest of the
world celebrates in many
different ways:
Denmark. In this country, it’s
customary for pals to throw old
plates and glasses at each other’s
front doors. A heaping pile of
broken dishes on a home’s

A Merry Mint
Sweetening candies, cookies
and coffee, while adding a cool,
fresh scent to soaps, scrubs and
lotions, peppermint is an iconic
flavor of the holiday season.
The peppermint plant is a
natural hybrid of water mint and
spearmint. It blooms in July and
August, sprouting tiny purple
and white flowers.
Due to its calming and
numbing effect, peppermint has
been used to treat several
conditions. When applied to the
skin, peppermint oil can treat
headaches and skin irritations.
Peppermint has also been
known to relieve digestive
problems and nausea, as well
as congestion and other cold

doorstep is considered lucky,
because it shows those inside
have many friends.
Philippines. Filipinos wear
polka-dotted clothing and eat
round foods during their New
Year festivities. The circular
shapes represent coins and are
meant to bring prosperity.
Spain. At midnight, people in
Spain eat 12 grapes, one for each
chime of the clock, to bring
good luck for the coming year.
Japan. Among the many
Japanese New Year’s customs is
osoji—a “big cleaning” of the
entire house to prepare for a
fresh beginning. Folks also eat
long noodles, which represent a
long and healthy life.

symptoms. Eating a peppermint
candy or sipping on peppermint
tea are tasty ways to enjoy
these benefits.
The herb is a good source of
manganese, vitamins A and C,
fiber, folate, iron, magnesium
and calcium. Fresh or dried
leaves can be added to salads,
soups and beverages for a
refreshing and nutritional boost.

Wit & Wisdom
“It is only when the cold season
comes that we know the pine
and cypress to be evergreens.”
—Chinese proverb
“Thank goodness for the first
snow. It was a reminder—
no matter how old you became
and how much you’d seen—
things could still be new
if you were willing to believe
they still mattered.”
—Candace Bushnell
“A good way to remedy
a cold morning is to have
a warm heart.”
—Keith Wynn
“Silence can always
be broken by the sound
of footsteps walking
over frozen ground.”
—Merrill Moore
“Winter, a lingering season,
is a time to gather golden
moments, embark upon a
sentimental journey, and
enjoy every idle hour.”
—John Boswell
“Snowflakes are one of nature’s
most fragile things, but just look
what they can do when they
stick together.”
—Vesta M. Kelly
“If flowers can teach themselves
how to bloom after winter
passes, so can you.”
—Noor Shirazie

Color of the Year
Each December since 2000, the Pantone Color Institute announces its
choice for the upcoming “Color of the Year,” by looking at current influences
from fashion, entertainment, technology and other cultural trends.
A code is assigned to each Pantone color to ensure consistency wherever it
is used. Here’s a look back at some palette picks from previous years:
Year

Color

Code

Symbolism

2000

Cerulean

Pantone 4020

Peace, relaxation

2002

True Red

Pantone 1664

Passion, power

2005

Blue Turquoise

Pantone 5217

Gentle reassurance

2013

Emerald

Pantone 5641

Beauty, prosperity

2014

Radiant Orchid

Pantone 3224

Confidence, joy

2018

Ultra Violet

Pantone 3838

Original, futuristic

2020

Classic Blue

Pantone 4052

Open to possibilities

2021

Illuminating (Yellow)
& Ultimate Grey

Pantone 0647 &
Pantone 5104

Warmth, steadiness
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